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Why Students Leave UNCG
Student success is one of the pillars of our strategic plan. To make sure
our students are successful, we also try to understand why some
students do not attain success. When students withdraw from classes,
or from UNCG entirely, they receive a withdrawal survey from Enrollment
Management asking why. Data from Spring 2017 shows, of the students
with reasons given, the top three reasons they withdraw from classes as:
academic difficulty with coursework 59%
personal psychological distress 14%
conflict with employment. 13%
Among students who withdrew from UNCG entirely, the top two reasons
were:
personal psychological distress 42%
personal medical issues 16%
What are the other reasons students withdraw?

Fall 2010 Entering Cohort: Where
did they go?
A report from the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center
shows that, of the students who started at UNCG in the Fall of 2010,

Every year, Beloit College makes a college mindset
list to help wrap one’s head around the mindset of
students who are currently heading into their first year
of college. These students are mostly 18 and born in
1999. Below are some excerpts from the list.
They are the last class to be born in the
1900s, the last of the Millennials
They have largely grown up in a floppy-less world
U.S. Supreme Court decisions have always been
available at its website
Bill Clinton has always been Hillary Clinton’s aging
husband
Full List

64.46% completed their degree, 10.66% are still enrolled at any
institution, and 24.88% are not enrolled at any institution. The degree
completing group is broken down into:
50.82% completion at UNCG
9.26% completion at different four-year institution
4.38% completion at a different two-year institution
See the rest of the Fall 2010 Six-Year Completion Report.
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